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Illicitum non sperandum.1
Spes2 simul3 & Nemesis nostris altaribus adsunt,
Scilicet ut4 speres non5 nisi quod liceat.

Textual Variants________________________________________________________________
1
31]ILLICITVM NON SPERANDVM. 221]SPES 367]simul, 447,51,67,77,83,21]vt
5
21]non,
Commentary___________________________________________________________________
TEXT source: The Greek Anthology, IX.146. PICTURE variant: 31 reuses the cut of
emblem 44, IN SIMVLACHRVM SPEI (see above for description). 34 draws at left on top of an
altar marked SPES Hope sitting on a small cask, her raised right hand holding a broken bow and
her left hand pointing at the crow in a cage under her feet; and at right on top of a half column
above an altar marked NEMESIS stands Nemesis, holding a bridle in her right hand. In 47/83 in
an outdoor scene, Hope raises the bow in her left hand, the cage under her left foot, while at right
Nemesis holds the bridle in her left hand. In 51 Hope sits sideways, the bow is in her right hand,
the cage is still under her left foot, while Nemesis at right has the bridle in her right hand. In 67
Nemesis stands at left and Hope sits at right, holding the bow in her right hand, her left foot is on
an object at the lower right corner which may be intended to represent the cage (?). 77 shows
Nemesis sideways at left, her right hand still holding the bridle; the bow is in Hope's left hand
and her left foot is on the cage. In 21 Nemesis at left presents a frontal view, the bridle still in the
right hand, but in her left hand is a ruler. Hope at right holds the bow in her left hand and in her
right a wand with crosslets at the ends. There is no cage.
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